NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
BOSS Advances Guitar Synth Design

From the company that virtually invented the guitar synthesizer comes the new
BoSS Sy-1000 Guitar Synthesizer, an advanced synthesizer and modeling processor for
guitar and bass. the unit features a newly developed Dynamic Synth and refreshed versions of historic BoSS/roland instrument modeling and synthesizer technologies.
BoSS and its parent company, roland, have been at the forefront of guitar synthesizer
development since 1977, when the landmark Gr-500 first introduced guitar synthesis
to the world. the Sy-1000 is the most powerful guitar/bass synth processor to date,
fusing decades of r&D with the latest software and hardware advancements. Leveraging custom DSp and GK independent string processing, the Sy-1000 offers ultra-articulate tracking, lightning-fast response, and instantly variable tuning.
Sy-1000 users can build patches with three simultaneous instruments—each with a
number of distinctive types to choose from—and combine them for an endless range
of sounds. Fed by the processor’s 13-pin GK input, every instrument offers an extensive
set of parameters for tone shaping, mixing, and tuning.
ten oscillator waveforms are available, plus six filter types, amplifier control, two
LFos, and two 16-part step sequencers for automating pitch, filter, and amplitude parameters. optimum performance is realized with the GK input, but it’s also possible to
play the Dynamic Synth via the normal guitar/bass input. complementing the Dynamic
Synth are two additional synth instruments. oSc Synth is an analog-style engine with
numerous filter options and full aDSr control. also included is a faithful sonic re-creation of the Gr-300, roland’s legendary analog guitar synth from the early 1980s. the
Sy-1000’s instrument models include a large selection of classic electric, acoustic, and
bass guitars, each with independent tuning, eQ, virtual amp settings, and more.
the Sy-1000’s effects and user interface are derived from BoSS’s flagship Gt-1000
multi-effects. a large LcD and hands-on knobs enable free-flowing sound creation, and
users can customize eight onboard footswitches to operate nearly any function. Deep
external control is supported as well. main and Sub stereo outputs include independent eQs, and there’s also an effects loop for integrating external gear.
For full access to all synth and modeling features, a roland GK-compatible pickup and
13-pin cable are required. User-installable options include the GK-3 Divided pickup,
which is compatible with most standard electric guitars, and the GK-3B Divided Bass
pickup, which works with most 4-, 5-, and 6-string electric basses. GK ready instruments are also available from many different manufacturers.
NAMM Booth 10702
www.boss.info

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
New Selmer Paris Alto Saxophones

henri SeLmer pariS is introducing several new
paris-made saxophones.
the axos professional
alto features a mini-rib
construction, making it
light and responsive. this
sax is outfitted with leather
pads with metal resonators,
and is shipped with a Selmer
S80 c* mouthpiece as well as a
lightweight backpack case. the
axos is ideal for the advancing
student and ensemble work, as
well as for jazz, popular, and classical
repertoire.
the Series ii alto saxophone, the most
popular model in Selmer saxophone history, boasts a flexible but centered tone that is
natural in almost any playing situation. it’s also acclaimed for its superior intonation.
the Selmer reference 54 is inspired by the mark Vi model, first released in 1954. it integrates the mark Vi’s legendary acoustic characteristics with innovative modern key work
and improved intonation. a favorite among jazz saxophonists, the reference 54 offers a
rich, full sound with an even scale and great ergonomics.
all Selmer paris models now have improved pricing.
NAMM Booth 8920
www.conn-selmer.com

Traynor 20th Tube Amp Reissue

traynor ampLiFierS is celebrating the 20th anniversary of its classic ycV40 tube amp—which
was released in 2000 and became the longestrunning guitar amp series in the company’s 56year history—by introducing its new ycV4050.
Designed and built in canada, the ycV4050 contains a 12" celestion creamback speaker and
hand-selected 12aX7 and 6L6Gc tubes. an automatching tube circuit maintains the bias balance
as tubes age, ensuring hum-free performance
throughout tube life.
throughout their history, ycV series amps have
been issued in black, blue, and wine red. to celebrate
the 20th anniversary, the ycV4050 is finished in emerald green leatherette with an oatmeal grill and “chicken beak” knobs.
yorkville Sound Vice president of Sales & marketing Jeff cowling commented, “the
ycV40 is a perfect example of catching lightning in a bottle. this amp has been beloved
by so many discerning guitar players over the last two decades. traynor’s cumulative experience with this amp led us to the ycV4050, the best of the series from the inside out.”
NAMM Booth 17206
www.yorkville.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Lightweight LX Series Bass Amps
From Hartke

For namm 2020, hartKe is out with two new lightweight powerhouses in the LX8500
and LX5500 bass amplifiers. Weighing under 9 lbs., these class D amplifiers produce 800
watts and 500 watts of continuous power, respectively, and come paired with a tube-driven preamp with hartke tone stack eQ. the LX8500 ($599.99) and LX5500 ($449.99) will
be available in Q1 of 2020.
Supported by an extraordinary amount of power, the LX series amps feature a class a
tube preamp that responds dynamically to any playing technique or instrument. the
hartke tone Stack eQ section is tailored to the bass guitar and gives players the ability to
dial in a variety of tones for any genre. Shape and Frequency knobs provide detailed control of critical midrange frequencies, while familiar Bass and treble controls allow players
to sculpt a distinctive modern or vintage tone. the Brite button boosts high frequencies
to bring out the top-end shimmer of the bass and highlight
natural harmonic overtones.
LX series amplifiers include
an all-new integrated
Drive control that
can be adjusted to add a touch of
grit to cut through—or maxed out
for an authentic fuzz tone. a variable compressor knob can be used
to smooth out transients and balance dynamics for players
who employ slapping, tapping, and thumb-picking techniques. an 1/8" aux input and
headphone output make the LX series ideal for the practice room, stage, and studio.
the LX8500, hartke’s most powerful class-D amplifier, weighs just 8.5 lbs. and provides
800 watts of continuous power. it features two trS footswitch inputs to engage the
Drive, effects Loop, Brite, and Frequency parameters. retail price is $599.99.
the LX5500 weighs just 8 lbs. and delivers 500 watts of continuous power. available for
$449.99, the LX5500 is the answer for bass players seeking a compact and comprehensive bass guitar amplifier.
NAMM Booth 14116
www.samsontech.com

Amahi Affordable EQ Model Concert Ukuleles

amahi iS BrinGinG more color to an affordable
eQ line with its model UK-205. constructed of
mahogany, each ukulele is shop-adjusted and includes aquila strings, chrome guitar-style tuners,
and a 10mm padded bag. With a satin finish and
attractive rosette and binding, this new concertsize model is available in a choice of six colors:
dark blue, light blue, green, red, yellow, and
natural finish. Street price $139.
NAMM Booths 2400, 2402
www.amahiukuleles.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
D’Addario XT Strings
Combine Durability & Tone

to the popULar XL, eXp, and nyXL string lines, D’addario is adding the D’addario Xt line, billed as the company’s most technologically advanced
series of strings. the Xt Series is available for electric, acoustic, classical, bass,
and folk instruments.
D’addario’s r&D department has combined innovations such as extended-life
treatments, extra-durable ny Steel core
wire, and Fusion twists into one string,
ending the tradeoff between corrosionresistant coatings and natural tone and
playability. D’addario Xt, the first portfolio in the series, combines high carbon
steel cores and popular alloys with an
extended-life treatment on every string,
delivering enhanced break resistance, pitch stability, and
long-lasting performance.
D’addario ceo Jim D’addario said, “the Xt Series is the first to pioneer an extended-life
treatment that is both thin and light enough to allow for no perceptible difference in
tone and feel between this extended-life string and a player’s favorite uncoated D’addario set.” Grammy-winning guitarist pat metheny added, “i’m usually more focused on
the notes rather than the strings. But with Xt, there’s an evenness and clarity that really
jumps out.”
NAMM Booth 7002
www.daddario.com

Coruss Synthetic Bow Hair

corUSS haS introDUceD a new synthetic
bow hair that is impervious to changes in
temperature and humidity but delivers the
tactile and tonal qualities of traditional bow
hair. For more than 20 years the company
had been dealing with deteriorating quality
in the mongolian horse hair traditionally
used in bows. mongolian horse breeders attributed the change to a shifting climate
that’s affected the horses’ diet. this promoted research into a variety of synthetic
fibers.
after several years, coruss management finally produced a fiber possessing the same
properties as high-quality natural horsehair. in addition, the synthetic is stronger and
more durable. players seem to like it as well: after performing with the new bow hair,
renaud Gruss of the toulouse chamber orchestra said, “nobody suspected for a moment that i wasn’t using a natural horsehair bow.”

NAMM Booth 8948
www.coruss.fr

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
New Finishes For Framus Idolmaker

the popULar FramUS
D-SerieS idolmaker is
now also available in Burgundy Blackburst transparent high polish finish.
initially introduced as a
custom Shop “masterbuilt” model, the idolmaker design has since
been made more accessible as a production “D-Series” model.
Features of the D-Series idolmaker include a mahogany body with aaaa-flamed maple
top, set mahogany neck with tigerstripe ebony fingerboard, 22 nickel silver jumbo frets,
graphite nut, Seymour Duncan Sh-1n (neck) and Sh-4b (bridge) pickups, volume and tone
controls, three-way pickup selector, Framus machines, Warwick Security Locks, tune-omatic bridge, and chrome hardware. a rockBag Student Line plus gigbag is included.
Framus D-Series guitars are manufactured in china to the same exacting standards as
the Warwick rockBass Series instruments. they also undergo extensive final inspection,
first in china and then again in markneukirchen, Germany. only high-quality woods,
hardware, and other parts are used.
NAMM Booth 4636
www.warwick.de

RAV Labs Highlights RAV Vast Steel Drum

the raV VaSt From raV Labs is a steel drum distinguished by its one-of-a-kind shape and remarkably
sustained, deep, meditative sound, all made possible
by its unique inner architecture. created by andrey
remyannikov, the raV Labs brand has been employing patented technology and innovative engineering
to build high-quality drums for the past five years. the
instruments are now exported to 126 countries.
Suited to both beginners and professionals, the raV
Vast is easy to learn to play and provides great opportunities for professional development. it lends itself
perfectly to intuitive playing, improvisation, and jamming. the raV Vast is tuned in 19 different scales,
each corresponding to a specific music culture, so the
musician can choose the right one for their sound
preferences and mastery level.
the raV Vast will find a place in mediation, yoga sessions, and music therapy—where it’s already being used in programs to help military veterans suffering from ptSD and other difficulties. it’s also a popular choice for dedicated
musicians from street players to professional handpan players and multi-instrumentalists
in search of a new sound. the raV Vast is also a kid-friendly instrument that can be used
in play and education to support literacy, verbal development, logic, and math skills.
NAMM Booth 6845
www.ravvast.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Casio Updates Fun & Portable Casiotones

in a moDern UpDate on the classic casiotone models from the ’80s, casio’s new casiotone ct-S300 and LK-S250 electronic keyboards offer a revamped, go-anywhere design
suited to music lovers of all ages.
Weighing in at just 6 lbs., the ct-S300 and LK-S250 electronic keyboards offer a refreshed, modern, and ultra-portable design. the slim chassis features 61 full-size keys
and a built-in carrying handle, ideal for playing on the go. each model has an easy-to-read
LcD display and intuitive controls that enable players to get started quickly. Built-in
speakers, a 1/8" headphone output, and a 1/8" audio input mean users can enjoy sharing
their music with friends or plug in their headphones to play on their own. each keyboard
is also jam-packed with 400 tones, 77 rhythms, Dance music mode with 50 styles of
eDm, USB-miDi, and more. additionally, both models are compatible with the chordana
play app, which lets users learn to play any miDi file with a piano roll display or traditional notation. the LK-S250 also boasts lighted keys and casio’s Step-Up lesson system,
making it easier than ever to learn favorite songs. Finally, both models can be powered
by either six aa batteries or the included ac adaptor, allowing players to have fun making
music wherever they go.
mSrp is $139 for the casiotone ct-S300 and $159 for the LK-S250.
NAMM Booth 9502
www.CasioMusicGear.com

Versatile Instrument Hanging System

StrinG SWinG anD triaD-orBit have teamed up to introduce the io-String Swing yoke, complete with patented triadorbit io quick-change connectivity. the yoke allows players to
hang stringed instruments from heavy weighted triad-orbit stands
using its standard grip clamp (io-Gc), its mini grip clamp (io-Gc-m), or
conveniently off the wall from wall mounts (io-W), eliminating the
need for separate instrument stands. multiple instruments can be
hung from a single stand by adding the Stereo Utility Bar (io-Vector).
the io-String Swing is packaged for pop sale, and each of the
three models is available in either a long shaft length for
use with clamps, guitar and bass (ioSS1-G), mandolin and
ukulele (io-SS1-m), and violin (io-SS1-V); or short shaft
length for guitar and bass (tSS2-G), mandolin and ukulele
(tSS2-m), and violin (tSS2-V) for use with wall mounts.

NAMM Booth 16028
(888) 846-8776
www.triad-orbit.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
QSC Adds New Mobile Subwoofer Unit

QSc iS introDUcinG the KS118 active subwoofer, the
newest member of the KS Series subwoofer family. With
its robust design, high-performance
QSc amplification, and versatile DSp
features, the KS118 is designed for mobile entertainment, aV rental, event
production, clubs, and performance
venues where high output and low frequency performance is needed.
Featuring a long excursion 18" direct
radiating driver powered by a 3600
Watt class D amplifier, the KS118 delivers high sound pressure levels with
dynamic reproduction of very low frequencies. onboard DSp optimizes and
protects system performance while also offering advanced
capabilities such as the ability to array two units in a cardioid
arrangement, maximizing low frequency output in front while minimizing unwanted energy around the sides and rear of the system.
the rugged and stylish premium birch enclosure features comfortable aluminum handles and four rear-mounted low-noise casters. a top-mounted m20 threaded pole receptacle accepts a 35mm pole for easy vertical deployment with K.2 Series and other
full-range loudspeakers.
“With the introduction of the KS118, QSc now offers users an unprecedented choice in
selecting the perfect low frequency companion for their sound reinforcement system,”
said chris Brouelette, product manager, portable loudspeakers. “ranging from the ultracompact KS112 to the single-enclosure cardioid KS212c and now the new, very high-output KS118, this wide variety of subwoofer options present very compelling solutions for
aV professionals and enthusiasts of all kinds.”
the small-footprint and easy-to-deploy KS112 is valuable when space is at a premium
and tight, low frequencies are desired. all KS Series active subwoofers offer outstanding
performance, flexibility, portability, and long-term reliability, backed by the renowned
QSc Global six-year warranty with product registration.
NAMM Booth 14908
www.qsc.com

Affordable ROCK II
Cymbals From TRX

oFFerinG B20 QUaLity at a B8 price, the new crX
rocK ii series from trX cymbals represent an upgrade for a line that is already known for its high levels
of performance and value. the new series includes a full
range of medium-weight rides, hi-hats, crashes, crash-rides, and effects cymbals with a brilliant finish and tone. rocK ii joins crX classic and Xtreme series to give young drummers a
wide selection of options for developing their musicianship and creating their sound.
rocK ii cymbals are available individually or in a specially-priced box set that includes 14"
hi-hats, 20" ride, 16" and 18" crashes, and a cymbal bag.
NAMM Booth 7329
www.trxcymbals.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
JodyJazz HR* Custom
Dark Sax Mouthpieces

in the hr* cUStom DarK series, a brand new addition to its range of
premium saxophone mouthpieces, JodyJazz offers vintage-style mouthpieces with a beautiful, warm, dark, traditional tone. the first model to be
introduced is the hr* custom Dark tenor mouthpiece, available in 5*, 6*,
7, 7*, 8, 8*, 9*, and 10* tip openings.
“the new hr* custom Dark is the darkest-sounding hard rubber mouthpiece in the JodyJazz lineup,” said JodyJazz founder and president Jody
espina. “With rounded side walls and a large open round chamber, the
hr* custom Dark still delivers plenty of projection with a surprising
ease of altissimo. Like all JodyJazz mouthpieces, its incredible free-blowing response is due to a superior facing curve and expert hand-finished
tip rail, baffle, and table.”
the regular JodyJazz hr* series, prized for its warm and beautiful
sound, has long been among the company’s best-selling models. the
hr* custom Dark builds on that legacy with a number of important
new design features including proprietary “chr” chedeville hard rubber to deliver added warmth. this exclusive hard rubber formula, developed for the company’s chedeville brand classical mouthpieces, derives
its exceptional warmth and beauty from the purity and density of its formula. the hr* custom Dark tenor bears the “chr” mark to identify its
construction from this special hard rubber.
the hr* custom Dark tenor also features a heavy stylized ring on the shank of the
mouthpiece. the profile and heft of this ring was inspired by JodyJazz’s popular power
ring ligature. With significantly more mass on the shank of the mouthpiece, the hr* custom Dark tenor produces a boost of body and increased harmonics. the manufacturer
recommends pairing this mouthpiece with the power ring ligature.
all JodyJazz mouthpieces are individually play-tested to maintain the highest consistency
and quality. the hr* custom Dark tenors will be available in February at an mSrp of $395.
NAMM Booth 8727
www.jodyjazz.com

Vibramate Black Series Vibrato Mounting Kits

ViBramate iS noW offering its popular V5 and V7 vibrato
mounting kits in a gloss black finish to correspond with the
new Black Kalamazoo Series Bigsby vibratos. Vibramate
manufactures a variety of mounting kits designed for installing Bigsby vibratos on most popular model guitars in
minutes without drilling any holes. Vibramate automatically positions the vibrato in the proper orientation without requiring any special tools or layout and can be
installed easily by almost anyone. Vibramate products are
manufactured in the USa.
Vibramate Black Series mSrp $99.95. Gold $199.95.
(Bigsby Vibratos sold separately.)
NAMM Booth 4238
(609) 466-8101
www.vibramate.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Glasser Composite Orchestral Strings

GLaSSer BoWS has introduced a new full lineup of violins, violas, and
cellos made entirely of composite materials that uses a new fabric for
better appearance and tonal quality. Built in north america, these instruments look and sound great and are extraordinarily durable. Glasser’s patent-pending designs
come with a limited lifetime warranty and are eligible for service or upgrade through Glasser’s reconditioning program.
Glasser instruments are available in acoustic and
acoustic-electric models, with four- and five-string
options and a variety of colors and finishes.
they’re set up with Larsen strings, planetary tuning pegs, and a Glasser composite tailpiece.
these instruments are an outstanding value and
can be purchased individually or as a part of an
outfit. all violin and cello outfits include Glasser
bows, cases or gig bags, and accessories that
enhance their value.
Glasser has long been a world leader in developing innovative products with composite materials. carbon composite instruments are its
latest development.
NAMM Booth 9048
www.glasserbows.com

Golden Gate Deluxe Banjo Tuners

BiLLeD aS “the FirSt real advancement in banjo tuner form and
function since the 1920s,” new Golden Gate p-130 Deluxe pancake planetary Banjo tuners and p-131 Deluxe Geared 5th pegs
give professional banjo players and luthiers the perfect
upgrade to any banjo. With every feature studied and
reengineered, each p-130 has a tension-adjustable
pearloid button that is comfortable to hold and a
compact nickel-plated, machined-brass gear case,
factory-sealed and lubricated, that’s designed to maintain a vintage look. the secret to the smooth action of
these top-of-the-line tuners—and the lifetime of reliable service
they will provide—is the traditional 4:1 ratio planetary “ring and
pinion” gear system. While some tuners on the market feel rough
and often slip, a set of p-130 Deluxe pancake planets are rock solid.
the upgrade can be completed with the addition of a new p-131 Deluxe Geared 5thString peg. constructed using the same exacting specifications, the right-angled, factorysealed-and-lubricated case encloses a 10:1 ratio worm gear that provides smooth,
reliable function while maintaining the proper break angle over the string guide.
perfect for vintage replacement, repair, or new build, a set of Deluxe Golden Gate pancake planets and 5th-String peg will make any banjo perform at its best.

NAMM Booth 6102
www.sagamusic.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Pigtronix Infinity 2 Looper

Pigtronix has launched the
next generation of one of its flagship
products, the infinity 2, a stereo looping pedal with two independent loops
and a streamlined user interface designed to provide an intuitive musical
workflow. the infinity 2 enables musicians to seamlessly switch between
parts, even during initial recording or
while overdubbing. this verse/chorus
type of workflow is further expanded
by the ability to delete the loop that is
not currently playing—freeing up an open slot for a new loop to be created without interrupting playback.
nearly all actions taken by the infinity 2 occur at the loop boundary. this allows the musician to cue an overdub, switch between loops, or stop precisely at the end of a loop
without having to worry about hitting the footswitch at precisely the correct time. simply
tell the machine what to do, and it will occur at the end of the current loop. this is the
general rule of thumb for all commands, with a few exceptions such as instant stop and
Fade out, which take place immediately when activated.
a small push-button switch, located above the left footswitch, allows the user to change
the function of this footswitch to perform various stop, stutter, and octave shift effects.
a trs remote jack allows these special features to be triggered by an external switch.
undo/redo functionality can also be assigned to the left footswitch, allowing the musician to remove previous overdubs and add them back as desired.
in addition to a dedicated knob for loop Volume, the infinity 2 also features a decay
knob that causes loop audio to fade out progressively during overdub. With the decay
knob set fully clockwise, the layers pile up at full volume. With the decay knob set fully
counterclockwise, each overdub lasts for only one loop cycle. With the decay knob set
anywhere in between those extremes, overdubbing on the infinity 2 creates constantly
evolving loop textures that can be instantly snapped back to a previous state using the
undo function.
the infinity 2’s full-range, high-headroom audio inputs will accept mono or stereo instruments as well as line-level signals. the dual outputs of the infinity 2 can be routed for
stereo output with pass-through and loop audio mixed together, or they can be configured for discrete Wet/dry operation—where the loop audio is summed to one output,
and pass-through audio is sent to the other.
NAMM Booth 6610
www.pigtronix.com

UpRiver’s New Pistol Pick

the neW Pistol Pick boasts a flexible handle that lets players hold it firmly, but with a light touch. this unique design
eliminates the twisting and spinning associated with conventional picks. “You can take better control of your playing,” said
a company spokesman.
NAMM Booth 2045

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Kepma Features ‘Smart’
Fretted Instruments

in partnerShip With popUmUSic, a division of
Shenzhen culture technology, Kepma USa is offering
two new “smart” instruments—the poputar and the
populele 2—along with apps to help aspiring musicians
learn to play. as the number one acoustic guitar brand
in china, Kepma was handpicked to build these instruments based on popumusic’s award-winning concept.
the 36" Bluetooth-enabled poputar features a spruce
top paired with mahogany back and sides. in coordination with the free smartphone app, 96 LeDs light up to
show players where to place their fingers on the fretboard to form notes and chords—all in real time. the
app offers numerous modes including lessons, gaming,
and even a “dazzle” mode to make playing more visually fun. the poputar comes with a padded bag with
zipper compartments and adjustable shoulder strap. it
will debut at namm.
the populele 2 likewise helps players learn by showing them where to place their fingers
on the strings and frets to form the right chords as the music plays. this learning system
combines the dedicated populele app for smartphones and tablets with a carbon fiber reinforced composite ukulele featuring an LeD activated fretboard. through Bluetooth
technology, players will experience near-zero latency and receive immediate feedback
through the app as they form chords.
the populele 2 smart ukulele features 72 app-activated LeDs built into the fretboard. it
comes with genuine italian aquila strings and connects to any smartphone or tablet via
Bluetooth. Smooth-action sealed tuning machines offer fast and accurate tuning (and the
app provides a tuner as well).
the free interactive app gives aspiring musicians everything they need for a rewarding
learning experience, including a complete interactive uke chord dictionary for exploring
new musical ideas. plus, players will always find new challenges in the continuously updated song library.
the populele 2 was a winner of the 2018 edison awards for innovation in music instruction and is now available in the USa in midnight black or snow white matte finish. map
price is $149.99 including mobile app for ioS or android.
Kepma USa is the exclusive north american distributor for both smart instruments.
NAMM Booth 3706
www.kepmausa.com

Henry Heller Suede Straps

henry heLLer haS reLeaSeD the new tan embroidered
Series guitar straps. the 2.75" wide double layer tan suede
straps are extendable to 53" in length and are embroidered
with five original designs. each strap comes with henry
heller’s sewn-in flat signature pick pocket on the underside. these straps are available for immediate shipment.

NAMM Booth 4802
www.omgmusic.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Prestige Offers Devin Townsend Model

preStiGe GUitarS, in collaboration with Strapping young Lad founder Devin townsend,
has introduced the Signature “empath” acoustic guitar. this guitar has been designed to
express townsend’s compositions both live and in the studio.
the empath acoustic is a hand-built dreadnought cutaway, featuring a torrefied adirondack spruce top, indian rosewood back and sides, and 3a grade flame maple bevels on
the arm rest, back rest, and cutaway. each empath guitar is built with a hand-carved mahogany neck, ebony fingerboard, ebony bridge, bone nut and saddle, and a natural satin
finish. the combination results in a rich sound, with crisp overtones and projection. the complete production run is limited to 100 guitars worldwide.
each guitar includes a unique handwritten autographed letter
from Devin townsend, individualized
and numbered, inside the soundhole.
NAMM Booth 3321
www.prestigeguitars.com

Waveburg Pro High Quality Audio

WaVeBUrG iS oFFerinG a full line of professional p.a. equipment, ranging from coaxial ceiling speakers to a full-on tour/installready line array rig, as well as custom boutique lines including the
flagship La8 line array.
the La8 has a unique 120° dispersion wooden waveguide with
two 1" exit compression drivers and two high-efficiency 8" woofers
in a compact 55 lb., birch-ply enclosure. a wide range of complementary subwoofers including the hL-118s extreme high efficiency
subwoofer (SpL 105 db @1w @1m), plus compact subwoofers
(WS-115s and WS-118s), will also be introduced.
Waveburg’s mcX15 coaxial stage monitor with wide frequency
response—45hz-20Khz, 850W LF - 100 hF—has aeS power handling and 70˚ conical coverage. it’s designed for drum fills, DJ side
fill, lead vocal monitor, or wherever high power before feedback
may be needed. the enclosure is made from marine-grade Baltic
birch plywood.
the unique i12 is a workhorse two-way loudspeaker system with
the highest SpL on the market (99.5 db @1w @1m) offering functional high and low frequency. it covers a wide range of applications
including houses of worship, business applications, mobile DJ, and
clubs, among others.
NAMM Booth 11931
www.waveburg.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Guild X-175 Manhattan Special

GUiLD haS reUniteD with Dearmond Dynasonics to present the new X-175 manhattan
Special, an elegant, fully hollowbody X-175 dressed up with a timeless new look and
iconic Dearmond tone. the X-175 manhattan Special looks as good as it sounds: With its
gracefully sculpted and richly resonant hollow body, arched spruce top, and rock-solid
three-piece neck, it exemplifies the quality building of the Guild manhattan model of the
1950s and ’60s. the secret to this model’s iconic tone lies in the authentic Dearmond Dynasonic neck and bridge pickups, providing crystal clear highs and a full, round low end—
the source of iconic rockabilly and blues tones from the 1950s onward.
complementing the variety of tones available from the X-175 is a Guild Vibrato tailpiece for expressive playing. other premium features include fully
bound body, neck, F-holes, and headstock, along with mother-of-pearl
block fretboard inlays and a hardshell case. the X-175 manhattan
Special is available in a special-edition
satin malibu Blue finish.
$1,499 street, $2,100
mSrp.
NAMM Booth 205AB
www.guildguitars.com

‘DIY’ BeatBox From Rhythmo

the BeatBoX iS an aFForDaBLe all-in-one cardboard Diy miDi controller drum machine kit and mobile studio made for everyone from beginners to
professionals, retailing at $159. “We believe that
everyone has the potential to make music, and we
are dedicated to delivering an accessible way to fulfill
that potential,” said BeatBox creator ethan Jin. “no
more overcomplicated software and overpriced
equipment.”
the 8"x9" drum machine comes with all necessary
parts to build and play. each Beatbox purchase comes with a cardboard chassis, arcade
buttons, speakers, a built-in rechargeable battery pack, and access to the rhythmo Lab
app. the mobile sampler suite app allows ioS and android users to record and play live
music and access tutorials. the BeatBox is also compatible with most third-party DaWs.
the highly portable BeatBox gives users the option to experience both a traditional bedroom studio setup and a “live performance” setup because they can use it to make beats
anywhere they go. “part of my inspiration for building the Beatbox is so people can unleash their creativity anywhere, anytime,” said Jin.
NAMM Booth 10406
www.beatboxinstruments.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Legend ’70s Digital Pianos From Viscount

in the neW LeGenD ’70s line, Viscount offers a unique range of digital pianos with a vintage aesthetic. Designed to let the musician customize their instrument, these digital pianos
feature tops composed of single modules (17x8 cm) that can be assembled and dismantled,
allowing pianists to create the instrument that best suits their needs and tastes.
the Legend ’70s line offers two sizes: a 73-key instrument weighing 16 kg and an 88-key
model weighing 19 kg. there is also an 88-key edition with a wooden keyboard at the
same weight. all models come with a free editor that makes it
easy to modify parameters and settings.

NAMM Booth 7902
www.viscountinstruments.com

Tascam Teams With iZotope

taScam WiLL BUnDLe its black Dr-10L micro
Linear pcm recorder with a free full version of
iZotope’s groundbreaking audio repair and noise
reduction tool, rX elements. the Dr-10L/rX elements bundle brings a powerful recording and
editing workflow solution to live productions
where ambient noise and environmental distractions are common post-production challenges, including weddings and on-location films. the
bundle reflects synergy at its best, where individual
components in the production chain combine to create a solution greater than the sum of the two parts. imagine being able
to remove the sound of a siren in the background captured by the Dr-10L the moment a couple says “i do,” or the sound of a jet flying overhead during an otherwise perfect first take of the closing scene of an indie film.
the tascam Dr-10L is an ultra-compact, convenient digital recorder/lavalier microphone
combo that is ideal for use as an invisible backup recorder for any type of live production.
critically acclaimed for its compact and lightweight design, simple and easy setup, long battery life, and professional quality audio captured to a micro SD card, the Dr-10L stands apart
from all other products in its category as the ideal all-in-one capture-and-record solution.
“We are excited to expand further on our collaborative relationship with iZotope, which
began earlier this year with the bundling of our Series 102i and Series 208i audio/midi interfaces with neutron elements,” said paul youngblood, director of product marketing for
tascam. “together, the Dr-10L and rX elements will solve a host of recording and postproduction issues that have plagued videographers and filmmakers for years.”

NAMM Booth 18101
www.tascam.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
The ONE Keyboard With Learning Apps

the one mUSic GroUp has expanded its
line of interactive smart pianos and keyboards with the launch of a
brand-new product, the
one Keyboard air. the
ultra-thin, 61-key smart
keyboard features Bluetooth
connectivity,
making it the
first of the
brand’s instruments to offer wireless pairing capabilities. other popular releases from the one music Group, which produces award-winning smart instruments
that help people of all ages learn to play music, include its flagship the one Smart
piano—the world’s first apple mFi-certified smart piano—and the one piano hi-Lite, a
device that transforms any standard 88-key piano or keyboard into a smart one.
crafted with nordic-inspired design principles, the one Keyboard air weighs just over 8
lbs. and is built with non-weighted, LeD-lighted keys that guide users to learn to play.
With 128-key polyphony, more than 400 instrument sounds, built-in speakers, optional
battery power, and silent practice headphone mode, it offers a portable, accessible, and
affordable way to experience the one music Group’s music education ecosystem. the
user-friendly keyboard pairs with any phone or tablet via the one Smart piano free app
(ioS and android) and provides three unique ways to learn: more than 5,000 variations of
sheet music that correspond to the LeD lights above the keys, an array of piano games,
and upwards of 100 interactive video lessons. the complete line of smart instruments is
also compatible with other miDi-based apps such as Synthesia, piano maestro, and
GarageBand. the one Keyboard air is priced at $199.
NAMM Booth 519
www.smartpiano.com

Phil Jones Bass Cub II

the pJB BaSS cUB ii is an updated version of the popular phil Jones Bass cub and packs 110 watts of power
into a “shoebox”-sized cabinet. the new cub features
an improved amplifier design that enhances transient
attack, and an upgraded power supply for stable voltage and current to feed the amplifier. in addition, pJB
has developed a new “chrome-Dome” speaker technology
for wider and smoother frequency response. the increased headroom captures every nuance of bass playing, from gentle fingerstyle to hardcore slapping. two independent channels can accept two instruments or one microphone.
there is also a stereo input for a drum machine or ipod/mp3 player. play-along practice can
be accomplished through the two internal speakers or the headphone jack.
the Bass cub ii’s dimensions are 12"W x 11"D x 7.8"h, and its weight is 15.5 lbs. it produces 110 watts of class D amplification with digital switch-mode power supply. a soft
cover is included.

NAMM Booth 5329
www.pjbworld.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Hal Leonard’s Singer’s Anthology

haL LeonarD haS reLeaSeD Volume 7
in the Singer’s musical theatre anthology series, with new books for Soprano,
mezzo-Soprano/Belter, tenor, and Baritone/Bass.
as in all the volumes in the Singer’s musical theatre anthology series, songs appear in original keys only, and in the
authentic show versions. there is a completely different song list for the four
voice types. Song selections are taken
from many recent Broadway musicals, including: anastasia, the Band’s Visit, Be
more chill, come from away, Dear evan
hansen, Frozen the musical, hamilton,
matilda the musical, natasha, pierre & the
Great comet of 1812, pretty Woman, tootsie, Waitress, and others. Besides songs
from newer shows, the Singer’s musical
theatre anthology Volume 7 also presents attractive songs from older shows that have
never appeared in the series.
compiler/editor richard Walters said, “the whole concept of the Singer’s musical theatre anthology is to treat theater music as a valuable body of vocal literature, presented
in a credible and practical edition. it’s exciting to see the pace of new musicals opening
on Broadway increase dramatically in the last several years, adding so much to our rich
musical theater heritage.”
Like all volumes of the series, Volume 7 is available in three options: book only, book
with recorded piano accompaniments online, or as separate accompaniment cDs.
NAMM Booth 8910
www.halleonard.com

Custom Key Tags For Strong Profits

mr Key taG’S custom instrument key tag designs including guitar, banjo, mandolin, and many others offer
retailers a unique profit opportunity. mr Key tag products are top sellers in nashville gift shops including the
country music hall of Fame, the Grand ole opry, the
ryman auditorium, and the Wildhorse Saloon—as well
as the american Banjo museum and museums honoring
Woody Guthrie, B.B. King, Loretta Lynn, and hank
Williams.
mr Key tag specializes in two-sided custom designs, with
company logos and contact information on one side. the
graphics team is equipped to create unique designs, combining company information with the instrument of the
customer’s choice. turnaround time is 15 days, and there are no art, custom die, or set-up
charges. minimal retail space is required for high retail/promo profit and brisk sales.
all mr Key tag products are 100% manufactured in north america.
www.mrkeytag.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
New Finishes For Ludwig Breakbeats

LUDWiG’S neW Sahara SWirL finish adds a fresh, dynamic look to the popular Breakbeats line of drumkits. Designed with the city in mind, their compact footprint creates a
setup perfect for sculpting grooves in
tight spaces.
other features of the
Breakbeats Series include remo
pinstripe heads for pro-level tones,
multi-purpose bags for easy transport, and drum muting. With a fresh
new finish option and hardware upgrades, Breakbeats continues to make
the perfect apartment-friendly
drumkit.
Breakbeats drums broke onto the
scene in 2012 as the vision of ahmir
“Questlove” thompson of the roots
and has since become a go-to for the
metropolitan professional.
NAMM Booth 7622
www.ludwig-drums.com

Imperial Electrical Zeppelin Effects Pedal

When the oWnerS of imperial electrical decided
they needed help attaining the special “mojo” required for a very special pedal, they enlisted pedal designer and Jimmy page aficionado Ben Fulton.
internationally renowned for his design work on boutique pedals, Fulton is almost equally impressive in his
knowledge surrounding page’s gear and background.
in collaboration with Fulton, imperial electrical
emerged with its debut release, appropriately titled
“Zeppelin.”
Born of what some would describe as an unhealthy
fixation and love for the sound of Jimmy page’s guitar, Fulton has created a device that
re-creates page’s incendiary tone from the band’s iconic live album the Song remains the
Same. Filmed over three nights at madison Square Garden in 1973, the album captures
the band (and page) at the apex of their powers.
the “Zeppelin” reproduces the two critical electronic elements in page’s sound: the
echoplex ep-3 tape echo preamp and the marshall plexi tone stack and preamp section.
the pL control sets the level of the echoplex ep-3 preamp, and the right-hand footswitch
brings this in and out. the other three controls determine the sound of the marshall plexi
portion of the pedal.
NAMM Booth 4147
www.alphadistribution.us

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
New Knilling ‘Step-Up’ Violins

KniLLinG haS eXpanDeD its line
of anton eminescu european-made
step-up violins.
handcrafted in
romania from
carpathian spruce
and european
maple in the atelier of a
recognized master luthier, the anton eminescu step-up violins are now offered in a tiered
price range from $1,395-$3,495.
“there is renewed interest from advancing players and dealers in affordable high-quality
european-made step-up instruments,” said Lang Shen, product manager of Knilling
Strings. “our anton eminescu violins feature high level performance and tonal characters
of european tonewoods, coupled with the consistency and stability of fine craftsmanship
from skilled luthiers in romania. We think players looking for these characteristics will be
absolutely thrilled with the new anton eminescu models.”
anton eminescu violins are handcrafted from tonewoods harvested in the carpathian
mountains, seasoned, sorted, and graded before the craftsmanship stage. the violins are
hand-carved and graduated, and oil varnish is hand-applied. Final adjustment in the
Knilling custom Shop includes ebony pegs and tailpiece, thomastik Dominant strings,
French bridge, and hill-style e-string adjuster. Four models are available.
NAMM Booth 7414
www.knilling.com

Cable Wrangler Keeps Gear Organized

DeSiGneD By GUitar pLayerS, cable Wrangler is
an ingenious cable management system created to
organize, store, and transport a wide range of
cords, cables, and equipment. Utilizing 12 included
custom-engineered heavy duty Bungee Balls, cable
Wrangler’s patented design can secure up to 100
lbs. of gear.
Unlike boxes, bags, and cases, the cable Wrangler
keeps gear visible and convenient while preventing
tangled cords. there are no velcro strips to get
hung up on carpets, no rubber bands to break, and
no clunky plastic ratcheting cable ties.
cable Wrangler is the culmination of a year’s worth of
development, proofs-of-concept, prototyping, and beta testing. after 13 versions, the inventors settled on a design described as the world’s only handheld multi-cable management device. made from rugged polypropylene, cable Wrangler is made to withstand the
rigors of life on the road. it’s equally at home in the studio, on the stage, or anywhere in
between.
NAMM Booth 2446
www.cablewrangler.com
info@cablewrangler.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Lab4Music’s ‘Enjoy’
MIDI CV Controller

the neW LaB4mUSic “enjoy” controller allows for operating analog control voltage (cV) within a digital miDi
environment. on the digital side, by
connecting the enjoy to a computer
via USB, musicians can interact
with a DaW or virtual instruments,
generating miDi pitch and control
changes such as expression, volume, and filter cut-off by moving
the joystick or pushing the pedals.
in the analog realm, enjoy allows for
the control of analog synths by connecting the (cV) outputs to generate modulation signals and LFo. it converts miDi notes to analog levels
for gate, pitch, and velocity. all cVs can be modulated by
joystick, via pedals, or from miDi messages such as control
changes coming from devices connected through USB.
a wide variety of presets can be accessed at www.lab4music.com. ten memory locations
are programmable and selectable through the web application.
NAMM Booth 9701
www.lab4music.it

New Stackable Stage Chair

StaGinG conceptS is now offering the Series
model-K stackable theater chair. this innovative
product is an upholstered stacking chair featuring
an automatic gravity-return self-lifting seat. the
chair is offered in both armless and armrest versions and is designed to increase personal space,
allowing for more room at the hips and elbows
and providing a streamlined profile with increased
aisle access and space efficiency.
the Series model-K chair’s innovative interlocking
system allows for quick and easy setup with
straight or radius row configurations, allowing long
rows of chairs to be solidly linked in just a few seconds. other key features of the Series model-K include: high efficiency storage with stacking capacity
up to 20 chairs, plus chair and storage cart slim
enough to fit through a standard 32" wide doorway.
Staging concepts will offer Series model-K chairs in a choice of woven or coated/textured material in black or gray color options. customers may select from a number of optional accessories, including cup holders and magnetic seat and row identifiers.

NAMM Booth 12143
www.facebook.com/stagingconcepts

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Sound Particles 2.1 Audio Software

SoUnD particLeS 2.1, the latest
version of this 3D audio software,
offers unique and efficient workflows while increasing creativity and
reducing the time needed to create
and record complex sounds in virtual 3D environments.
Sound particles is an immersive 3D
cGi-like application for film, tV, Vr,
and game audio production being
used by all major hollywood studios
and top video game companies.
Since its release, Sound particles has
helped sound professionals create
unique effects on many hollywood
feature film releases, epic tV shows, and aaa video
games, including Game of thrones, maleficent 2,
ready player one, alita: Battle angel, and assassin’s creed: origins, among many others.
the 2.1 version adds a completely rewritten audio engine, batch processing, and increased track-based functionality, along with many more feature updates. this major release is available to download now, through either monthly subscription or a one-off
purchase.
NAMM Booth 14002
www.soundparticles.com

No Nuts Cymbal Sleeves

no nUtS cymBaL Sleeves were developed to optimize cymbal handling and performance. they allow
a cymbal to be mounted with a single component
with no risk to the cymbal or the performance.
no nuts cymbal Sleeves ignore the stand’s threading and squeeze-fit over the end of 6mm and 8mm
cymbal stand posts. after simply placing the cymbal
over the sleeve, the drummer is ready to play. the
cymbal rests on the sleeve completely unrestricted
from above. then, at the end of the gig, the plaer
can just lift the cymbal off and pack the sleeve
away with the stand. no nuts also facilitate switching cymbals during a performance with an easy on
and off.
no nuts’ extended sleeve length prevents the cymbal from dismounting during even the hardest-hitting performances. their flexible material cushions
and protects the cymbal from key-holing against
the metal stand, reducing cymbal warranty issues, and their vertical taper creates a
unique opportunity for the drummer to adjust the distance between the cymbal hole and
the sleeve’s outside diameter.
NAMM Booth 6842
www.NoNutsCymbalSleeves.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Fryette LXII Tube Power Amp

aFter toUrinG nationaLLy
with top acts
during an artistonly beta release
phase, the
Fryette LXii single space tube power amp is now
available to the market worldwide. this amp represents the evolution of classic tube amplifier design with a patented transformer technology allowing it
to fit in a one-rack-space housing while offering high reliability and extremely quiet operation. it has been designed to last decades with only nominal maintenance. it delivers 50
watts per channel into a 4, 8, or 16 ohm load, providing harmonic balance, wide open-dynamic delivery, and powerful bottom-end response via four premium matched 6L6Gc
power tubes and proprietary paper insulated output transformers.
Built on decades of experience producing professional all-tube power amps, the LXii is
the world’s first one-rack-space all-tube 50-watt per channel power amp. artists including chris traynor (Bush), pete anderson (Dwight yoakam), Stephen carpenter and chino
moreno (Deftones), and roy Lozano (power Flo) put the Fryette LXii through its paces
during the beta release phase, ensuring it’s up for the most demanding jobs.
a Fryette spokesman said, “it’s all about the feel. once you hear a modeling amplifier
with a real tube power amp pushing the speakers you’ll instantly understand why a digital signal path can’t duplicate the complex relationship between a power tube and the
speakers. the LXii’s default linear response mode provides a full-range, flat-response signal from your amp to your speaker cabinet. the front panel ‘presence’ and ‘Depth’ buttons activate user-adjustable sonic enhancements that bring the color and life to your
tone that you would expect from a Fryette power amp.”
NAMM Booth 5429
www.fryette.com

Wolfmeister Debuts Gig-Shell Cases

the WoLFmeiSter GiG-SheLLS has two new
models: the Lester, for Les paul style guitars; and
the carol for electric basses. neither hard cases
nor soft gig bags, the Wolfmeister Gig-Shells are
easy and convenient to use due to their light
weight and small size, and they provide premium
protection for the instrument thanks to a unique,
patent-pending protection system.
Gig-Shells are high-end products for owners of
high-end instruments. their timeless style has
been inspired by vintage guitars and is a world
away from the look and feel of other gig bags. all
the Wolfmeister products are handcrafted and ethically produced, using only the highest
quality materials. the company was established in australia and has now expanded with
representatives in north america, the U.K., and the asia-pacific region. prices start at
US$550 for the Wolfmeister Leo canvas and leather combo. Full leather versions are also
available.
NAMM Booth 2449
www.thewolfmeister.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
BSK-60 Acoustic Guitar
Amp From Joyo Audio

Joyo aUDio’S FLaGShip acoustic guitar
amp, the BSK-60, delivers authentic
acoustic tone that’s perfect for busking and stage performance. With
Bluetooth connectivity and an aux in
jack, it’s easy to play backing tracks for
any gig setup. an unlimited dub looper
is great for jamming, while a “link”
jack connects the BSK-60 to the user’s
smartphone, allowing the phone to be
used as an effect pedal. a built-in
rechargeable lithium battery powers
the BSK-60 for four hours of playing
time when fully charged, ensuring users
can play the whole performance without plugging into the wall. it can also power pedals with a
9V 500ma Dc output jack. the BSK-60 comes with a multifunctional footswitch pedal featuring mute, anti-feedback,
dub, chorus, delay, and reverb functions. Users can control the amp
during performance with one foot with ease. it’s available now at a street price of $420.
a demo of the BSK-60 can be viewed at
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckS2Lz2enWs
www.joyoaudio.com

Full Contact Hardware
Gains LX2 Patent

inVentor JeFF BaBicZ and Full contact hardware (Fch) have been granted patent
#9,449,587 for the LX2 twin Locking tailpiece
Design. “this new design was born out of my vision of creating a tailpiece with more stability
along with ease of adjustment,” Babicz said.
“any stability added to the bridge/tailpiece components always helps with sonic purity and tuning stability.”
there are two facets to the twin locking tailpiece invention: first, the locking set screws.
once tightened, the two screws make firm contact with the collar slugs, which firmly hold the
tailpiece to the mounting studs in a lateral direction. in addition, there are the two stud
nuts that, when adjusted upward, clamp the tailpiece stable in the vertical direction.
these combined locking forces create a uniquely stable, rock-solid tailpiece.
the LX2 tailpiece is designed to fit Gibson-type Les paul or SG model guitars and is available in chrome, black, and gold finishes.
NAMM Booth 1151
www.fullcontacthardware.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Phil Woods Mouthpiece From Drake

in the neW phiL WooDS alto Saxophone mouthpiece, Drake mouthpieces offers a special model created through exclusive collaboration with the phil
Woods estate. a Grammy award winner and prolific
recording artist, Woods left a beautiful and indelible
imprint on the landscape of jazz. this mouthpiece
honors his legacy.
though famously inspired by charlie parker, Woods’
tone and style are instantly recognizable and very
much his own. the Drake phil Woods mouthpiece is
a near-exact reproduction of the un-modified new
york meyer 5m Woods played for much of his career.
With geometry virtually identical to Woods’ mouthpiece, but with insightful modern execution, the phil
Woods is the quintessential straight-ahead jazz
mouthpiece. through the use of modern materials
and design technology, aaron Drake has respectfully
carried this treasured mouthpiece into a new era.
the phil Woods mouthpiece offers a pleasant amount of resistance, perfect for producing a warm, rich tone, with pop and projection when desired. the response is homogenous throughout the full range of the instrument and is capable of full-sounding
altissimo. overall, the tone is evocative of the best hard rubber mouthpieces of the
golden era of jazz.
the mouthpiece comes with a custom-fit Drake Quad point Ligature. however, a wide
array of ligatures made for meyer-style hard rubber alto mouthpieces will also fit.
each mouthpiece is handmade by master artisan aaron Drake and receives its own
unique serial number. it’s tastefully engraved with phil Woods’ signature and the Drake
trademark. a transparent plastic case with a mouthpiece cap, plus bite pads and a plush
drawstring mouthpiece pouch, come included. retail price is $325.
www.drakemouthpieces.com

AmpRX Power Solutions

FoLLoWinG the LaUnch of its BrownBox
tube amp power correction unit, amprX
power Solutions is introducing the apparition wireless series/parallel effects/amp
switching interface system, the atlas c-1.
ideal for guitar collectors, touring pros, gigging musicians, or cartage outfits, the atlas c-1
features four independent parallel, fully relay-controlled true bypass send/return channels that allow players to mix effects together for an optimal tone that’s hard to achieve
with legacy wired pedalboard arrangements. the apparition also has a clean boost that
can be used to overdrive signals or push passive equipped acoustic guitar pickups. it also
has wet and dry outputs with a blend control that allows for a perfect studio-quality mix.
patrick Geraghty, owner and inventor of the atlas said, “the intrinsic value of the added
benefits and proprietary design of the atlas c-1 cannot be overstated and will immediately provide a differential advantage over the competition.”

NAMM Booth 1749
amprx.1@gmail.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
CBI Ear Splitter
Clean Mic Split Solution

in-ear monitorinG productions are made
simple with the cBi cables ear Splitter. the ear
Splitter safely consolidates a show’s wiring for
a clean setup and less cluttered stage. on
top of its aesthetic appeal, the snake delivers a crisp, split signal. the rack-mounted
splitter has a simple and portable design
rugged enough to handle the rigors of
the road and always-changing setups and teardowns.
inputs from the stage pass through
cBi’s hardwired y-cable split and send
two identical signals through the ear
Splitter fantails. the transmission couldn’t be simpler
or more convenient.
the ear Splitter comes in customizable channel
configurations and trunk lengths, with or without
ground lifts and transformers, specialized for particular show needs. With individually shielded wire,
the splitter rejects noise and gets crystal-clear sound
to the audience flawlessly. the robust steel stage box adds another layer of protection
and durability to the snake.
assembled in the USa at cBi’s upstate new york manufacturing facility, the ear Splitter is
hand-soldered and quality-tested before shipment.
NAMM Booth 12103
www.cbicables.com

HXM KS Series Kick Speaker

BiLLeD aS the WorLD’S FirSt bass drum speaker, the
new hXm KS Series Kick Speaker debuted at music china
and won the coveted innovation product prize. this
boundary-crossing invention integrates a typical electronic kick drum pad with a drum speaker. it provides
superior performance feedback as well as a drumfocused sound experience.
each Kick Speaker comprises four to five speaker
units for reproducing high, mid, and low frequencies
plus a digital amplification system. each component is
carefully selected, and the sound can be adjusted
for specific drum monitoring and music playback needs. the sonic details of drums are reproduced perfectly with explosive dynamics.
“From now on, no more drum speakers are needed,” said Lin Bo Long, inventor of the KS
Series and president of Shanghai huaxin musical instruments. “and you can’t even tell
where the sound comes from.”
NAMM Booths 6652, 1638
www.huaxin-music.com/en/index.aspx

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Kaplan Strings For
Fractional Instruments

KapLan StrinGS haVe hiStoricaLLy been available
for full-sized instruments, but now
players of smaller instruments can
also enjoy the benefits of these
high-end strings. D’addario orchestral has expanded its premium
Kaplan string family to include
fractional violin and viola sizes. Kaplan fractional strings are designed
specifically for aspiring and advancing players who are looking to
access additional tonal range and
versatility.
the Kaplan brand includes two
premium options, amo and Vivo,
offering players a combination of
beauty and power. Kaplan amo
provides warmth, richness, and
flexibility while Kaplan Vivo delivers brilliance, clarity, and a robust feel. Kaplan strings
provide the ultimate customization of sound and response, allowing the player to reach
the height of their potential. Kaplan users can choose between amo and Vivo to either
balance out or accentuate an instrument’s natural sound.
Strings properly sized for fractional instruments enhance playability and help students
progress.
NAMM Booth 7002
www.daddario.com

Peluso P-280
Large Diaphragm Mic

peLUSo’S p-280 LarGe-DiaphraGm condenser mic delivers a highresolution signal, crystal clear low noise-floor, and vacuum tube
warmth. Designed for demanding recording environments, it employs peluso’s proprietary tube/Fet combination amplifier stage for
an extremely quiet noise floor. the miniature pentode tube provides a warm and pleasing signal, even frequency response, and
crisp detail.
a balanced output is achieved through a generously sized output
transformer. other features include a rugged and reliable screw-on
eight-pin cable connector and a body and head grille in machined
brass with a sleek black finish.
the p-280 microphone comes in a wooden box with a power supply unit, plus an 18' eight-pin heavy duty microphone cable, shock
mount, and hard mount, all packed safely in a locking flight case.

NAMM Booth 14011
www.pelusomicrophonelab.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Brancher France Debuts In U.S.

Brancher oF France is making its line of handcrafted saxophones and woodwind accessories available in the U.S. for the first time. the paris company was launched in 2007,
producing a line of professional mouthpieces available in metal, hard rubber, and ebony.
Saxophones were introduced in 2007.
the Brancher sax is handcrafted from Venetian bronze, which has a high copper content
for warmer tone. the large bell design in both alto and tenor models delivers extra volume and projection in the low tones. each sax is shipped with two necks, one designed
for fast phrasing and legato, and the other for open, powerful sounds. proprietary maxctm resonators on the pads add to the distinctive tonal quality.
Brancher also offers a complete line of ligatures, straps, and reeds. all products are produced in France.
NAMM Booth 9837
www.brancher-France.com

Octofone Brings Back
Eight-String Guitar

the octoFone eight-string guitar was first introduced at namm in 1928 by the regal musical instrument company. When the company closed in 1955,
the instrument nearly vanished. today, 92 years later,
musician Doc Bochenek and his family’s company,
octofone Guitar company, are relaunching the eightstring octofone Guitar at namm. the new, vintageinspired octofone guitar features a redesigned bridge
and bracing pattern that draw amazing melodic and
harmonic sounds from woods personally selected
from around the world.
handmade in the USa, the small yet powerful octofone Guitar can be played using alternative tunings
including ukulele, mandolin, tenor guitar, and tenor
banjo. alternative are suited to various types of
music including bluegrass, folk, indie, jazz, blues,
r&B, and country.
musicians not familiar with the octofone Guitar who
play it, love it.
the product ships with a custom-made case and detailed tuning instructions.
NAMM Booth 1727
(310) 488-8117
www.octofone.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Schiedmayer Bellesta
Concert Glockenspiel

www.celesta-schiedmayer.de

SchieDmayer’S BeLLeSta professional concert glockenspiel is built to impress with an elegant, clear, and inimitable sound. offering
more than a three-octave range (c2-e5), it features a choice of natural oak or black satin finish
and high quality steel sound plates, chrome-plated
and brushed. its metal frame is adjustable from 80
to 95 cm. overall measurements are 94 cm x 55 cm
x 95 cm. Standard tuning is a1=442 hz, but other
tunings are available on request. Design includes a
damper pedal, and a soft cover and two mallets
also come included.

Black Swamp Anniversary Models

BLacK SWamp percUSSion is celebrating its 25th anniversary with several limited edition anniversary products, including the 5x14 medallion Brass shell snare. this
snare features a black nickel-plated shell, hand-engraved
by Black Swamp founder and president eric Sooy. it also
features the company’s proprietary multisonic orchestral
strainer, straight hoops with claws, and a kangaroo head
supplied by Kentville Drums in australia. retail price is
$2,398, and only 25 drums are being manufactured.
additional anniversary products include a tambourine with
progressive jingle configuration, Duotone carbon fiber timpani mallets, walnut woodblocks, and arch triangles.
NAMM Booth 6836
www.blackswamp.com

Drake David Sanborn Alto Sax
Mouthpieces

the neW DraKe moUthpieceS David Sanborn Signature
model alto saxophone mouthpiece was designed by aaron
Drake in extensive consultation with top recording and performing artist David Sanborn. initially made for Sanborn as a custom
model, this mouthpiece is now available as an exact replica in
regular production.
according to aaron Drake, the mouthpiece captures something
of “the Sanborn sound” for many users. it’s precision-milled
from virgin brass rod stock and hand-finished before being silver-plated. the design concept incorporates a three-tiered baffle with a medium Venturi chamber.

www.drakemouthpieces.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Schaller S-Lock Secure
Strap System

in 1981, SchaLLer patenteD a unique strap
lock system that protected valuable guitars. now
the leading guitar hardware manufacturer has
further developed the strap lock concept with its
new S-Locks. the “S” stands for “secure,”
“silent,” and “Schaller.”
S-Locks feature a one-piece hardened steel
strap button with a unique lock-wheel designed
to hold straps firmly in place under the most rigorous conditions. the unit fits all existing
strap buttons, including Gibson, with no need for additional tools or components.
NAMM Booth 3810
www.schaller.info

Fader Knobs From Selco Products

SeLco proDUctS iS oFFerinG a slim line illuminated, two-shot push-on fader knob for the synthesizer market. this illuminated knob features a
two-shot molded process that typically has a black
body and a transparent line. this push-on knob can be
specified in multiple color combinations. Slide knobs
or fader knobs reflect a range of values along a bar in
which the user will select a single value.
the 3/02 is the soft-touch rubber velvet-feel version
of this fader knob, while the 6/02 has the hard-touch
finish to blend in with the traditional control knob family. competitively priced and offering a smooth precision feel, these knobs work in many applications including lighting, aviation, and medical in addition to music. they work with 6mm x 2mm tangs. all products
ship from reno, nevada USa.
www.selcoproducts.com

New And Improved Lung Trainers

the neW 2020 SerieS i, ii, and iii Lung trainers incorporate a host of new features to make them
more useful than ever. each model can simulate
the breathing needed for every type of woodwind
and brasswind instrument. they’re also useful
training devices for vocalists. the patented technology varies the amount of air flow versus the air
pressure produced by the musicians or music students using them. also new this year is the Lung
trainers Breathing institute, which provides exercises to improve breathing techniques. the Lung trainer makes the perfect complement
for any music classroom or studio.

NAMM Booth 9237
www.lungtrainers.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Music Themed
Coasters From AIM

aim GiFtS haS aDDeD five new
stone absorbent coasters with cork
backing to its current line containing
more than 20 different designs. these
abstract designs promise to spark conversation about music and art while
impressing family and guests. a great
way for any music lover to show off
their style, they also make wonderful
collectables for generations to keep
and admire. these and thousands of
other music gift accessories can be ordered though aim Gifts.
(800) 233-2800
www.aimgifts.com

U-Keys Piano Overlays From Shed Lifestyles

SheD LiFeStyLeS LLc, a performing artist lifestyles
brand, is now offering U-Keys, a patent-pending
piano and keyboard key overlay designed to give
musicians a new level of freedom and expression in
performance. U-Keys give users a visual experience
that’s bold and durable, delivering a seamless experience with quick installation and smooth finishes. their firm grip gives musicians the
confidence to execute their skills. removable adhesive that leaves no residue is used to bind U-Keys to the existing piano or keyboard key.
Designed for music makers with the desire to stand out and be unique, U-Keys combine
their patent-pending design with a stylish look and interchangeability that gives consumers a way to express their identity while playing.
NAMM Booth 1144
www.shedlifestyles.com

Black Mountain Thumb Pick

the BLacK moUntain picK, invented by cole mcBride, is arguably the first spring loaded thumb pick. the pick is shaped
like a conventional flat-pick and is 1.5 mm nylon with
beveled edges for speed. however, the spring allows
for a universal fit. the pick comfortably fits m, L, and
XL right-handed thumbs. the custom-designed spring
also creates a balance between stability and comfort—
not too loose, not too tight. in addition, the thumb ring is tapered for added comfort.

NAMM Booth 1149
blackmountainpicks.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Gigaport eX Audio Interface
From ESI

For DJS anD SUrroUnD SoUnD
proDUcerS, eSi is out with
the new Gigaport eX, a 24-bit
/ 192 khz USB-c audio interface with eight analog outputs. this powerful and
portable device marks the start of
a high-end series of interfaces from eSi.
With a compact size of 12 cm x 7 cm x 2 cm
and a resolution of 24-bit / 192 khz, this portable
device forms the basis for playing powerful bass and filigree treble on countless systems. thee is no need to compromise: even when all eight channels are in use, the output quality
remains at 24-bit / 192 khz on every single output. Gigaport eX offers outstanding audio
quality with excellent localization of the individual signals.
the device is pc-compatible (with the trusted drivers from eSi), and compatible with
mac, ios and ipados as well. eSi’s new 3.1 USB audio interface is bus-powered via the
USB-c port.
Gigaport eX is suitable as a complete source for 7.1 surround setups. all eight outputs
can be controlled independently, making this interface ideal for use in film or multimedia
applications. For DJs, Gigaport eX offers many possibilities and additional comfort due to
its multitude of connections. For example, several stereo outputs can be used simultaneously to output different mixes, subgroups, or effects in parallel. the headphone outputs
can also be used to listen to certain signals in advance. the red design of the new compact series constitutes a statement: all eSi products launched after 2020 in red/black are
characterized by particularly high audio quality in 192 khz. “We have developed a premium series of compact devices that can still be offered at a very favorable price,” said
eSi ceo claus riethmüller.
Gigaport eX is the successor to Gigaport hD+, the interface eSi launched seven years ago
to deliver portable size with eight separate outputs. Gigaport hD+ is still available in
stores at a much-reduced price, offering an outstanding deal for consumers—especially
users of older Windows versions, as Gigaport hD+ can even be used with Windows Xp.
NAMM Booth 15102
www.esi-audio.com

Peak ST-10 Guitar Stand

“LiGht anD JUSt riGht,” peak music Stands’ new model St-10 guitar stand is designed for gigging musicians. Well
suited to the living room, rehearsal room, and on
the stage, its compact folding design makes it an
ideal option for traveling with the band—portable
and space-efficient.
Featuring a sturdy aluminum frame, it weighs only 1
lb., and its adjustable arms fit both acoustic and electric guitars. a carrying bag is included.
NAMM Booth 9941
www.peakmusicstands.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Huss & Dalton’s
First Solid Body

the hUSS & DaLton GUitar company has unveiled its
first-ever solid body electric guitar, the Statesboro Sc
classic. From its classic peg head to its striking sunburst
flame maple top and modern paF-type pickups, this guitar is inspired by the thick, luscious tones of the late
Duane allman’s guitar rig and the sounds of Southern
rock. huss and Dalton collaborated with pickup guru
Lindy Fralin of richmond, Virginia to produce an electric
guitar that evokes the sounds of the allman Brothers
Band’s renowned guitarist as well as a broad spectrum
of other tones.
topped with huss and Dalton’s crossroads-style peghead, with Gotoh chrome tuners, the one-piece mahogany neck of the Statesboro Sc classic has been
carefully shaped to a comfortable, beefy “c” that is fast
and comfortable in the hand. the bound east indian rosewood fretboard is decorated with abalone parallelogram
inlays. to reduce weight and increase comfort, the mahogany body has been weight-relieved with a proprietary
honeycomb design. mSrp $4,800.
NAMM Booth 2008
www.hussanddalton.com

Black Volt Introduces
Affordable Hawk Amp

BLacK VoLt ampLiFication is out with an innovative new amp with a multitude of tonal variations,
opening the door to a price point never before
reached by Black Volt gear. the new 15-watt hawk
may be small in stature, but it’s built to stand up to
amps twice its size—or half its size, due to its half
power mode.
BVa’s flagship amp, the crazy horse, has gained endorsements from such heavyweights as Joe perry,
Stones and Bowie mixer Bob clearmountain, producer rich costey, U2 producer Jacknife Lee, muse’s
matt Bellamy, Billy clyro, and many others. many of
their latest records have been recorded with BV
amps. With Black Volt amps ranging between $3,000 and $6,000 and a waitlist of two to
six months, though, the hawk offers a new option, bringing BV quality well within reach
for the budget-conscious player.
With a suggested map price of $1,750, the amp is set to become available after namm.
there will also be a tube-driven tremolo-equipped model available; pricing not yet announced.
NAMM Booth 1046
www.blackvoltamplification.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Graph Tech Bass Ratio
Machine Heads

neW BaSS ratio machine heaDS from Graph tech
Guitar Labs give bass players the tools to tune on the
fly. among the latest additions to the ratio
brand, the innovative Bass ratio machine
heads are each calibrated to a gear ratio,
so each string feels and reacts the same
to any tuning adjustment. this synchronized system makes tuning and re-tuning the bass faster and more intuitive.
“i didn’t know tuning my bass could be a
recognizably better experience,” said
panic! at the Disco bassist nicole row. i
love ratios, and they’re so smooth!”
Just like the ratio systems for electric and
acoustic guitar, Bass ratio machine heads are
designed with balanced-gear tuning technology. these first-of-their-kind tuning machines
use a double envelope gear design with a hardened steel gear to ensure smooth consistency on the higher ratios. For example, from low B to c on a six-string, small-diameter
post, the gear ratios are 48:1, 36:1, 30:1, 20:1, 18:1, and 16:1. one full rotation of any
Bass ratio key results in approximately one full tone pitch change. each machine head is
remarkably smooth and very strong, providing a superb tuning experience overall.
the Bass ratio product line comprises seven sets of machine heads, allowing for customization based on number of strings (four-, five-, or six-string bass) and tactile preference, including both y-style and classic clover leaf chrome buttons.
players can find Graph tech’s Bass ratio machine heads on newly released models from
popular bass manufacturers. also available through retailers, they carry mSrps ranging
from $99.99 to $199.95 per set.
NAMM Booth 3520
www.graphtech.com

Amazing Amp PRO From Empower Sound

NAMM Booth 1247
www.NAMMdeal.com
www.empowersound.com

With the amaZinG amp pro p.a. system by empower
Sound , players can skip the hassles of conventional gear:
lugging giant speakers to events, hunting for outlets, and
taping trip hazard wires to the ground. portable, powerful,
and professional, the amazing amp pro comes with a
toolkit containing everything to get it set up and working
optimally. its speaker, carrying bag, speaker stand, six mics,
and adapters all fit in the 20"x14"x6" case weighing less
than 20 lbs. Bluetooth-enabled and battery-powered, the
amazing amp pro offers two wireless channels and multiple inputs. Users can employ two mics, music, and three
inputs all at the same time for groups of 400 indoors or
150 outside.

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Ryan Guitars Presents
1,000th Guitar

LUthier KeVin ryan of ryan Guitars has
pioneered some of the most influential
acoustic guitar designs of the past several decades, says acoustic Guitar magazine. in celebration of more than 30
years of guitar innovation, the company
has introduced a very special commemorative guitar: Serial number 1000, edition
1/1.
the one thousandth ryan Guitar is a
nightingale Grand Soloist model featuring the ryan shop’s most important design innovations—including the ryan
Bevel, acoustic flutes, engineered bracing, and acoustic honeycomb. this instrument is made of “pale moon” ebony
tonewood with an ancient Sitka spruce
top cut from nearly 3,000-year-old glacier-preserved timber, inlaid with black tahitian pearl and reconstituted turquoise stone.
priced for private collectors only, Serial no. 1000 can be viewed at namm.
NAMM Booth 2002
https://ryanguitars.com
amilcar@ryanguitars.com

Lex TRUE1 Tee Power
Distribution System

LeX proDUctS’ new trUe1 tee makes it possible to create infinitely configurable, single-circuit portable power distribution
systems. taking advantage of the neutrik powercon
trUe1 series, the trUe1 tee allows power to pass
through a molded housing while energizing a connector on an 18" tail. as the latest addition to the Lex
products stocking model, the exclusive everGrip design
won’t dent, scratch, or corrode while yielding a product more impac-resistant than a metal box. Using
12/3 SJooW cable, the rugged overmold design creates a strong bond between the cable and connections for superior strain relief and secure termination.
Since its introduction, the compact style and small footprint
of the neutrik powercon series have made it the “go-to” connector for hundreds of LeDs and moving light designs. its locking ability allows for a secure connection, an important feature in instances where entertainment fixtures can be
suspended in any orientation.

NAMM Booth 10642
(800) 643-4460
www.lexproducts.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
High-Value LCD-1
Audeze Headphones

aimeD at the portaBLe/proJect studio user,
the audeze LcD-1 headphone has been meticulously engineered for comfort, convenience, and
premium quality sound at a very attractive price.
Featuring some of audeze’s most powerful planar
magnetic technology in an open-back, foldable,
lightweight design, the LcD-1 delivers masterfully
tuned audio in a compact, travel-friendly package
perfect for monitoring and mixing.
Whether at home, on the road, or in the studio,
the LcD-1 honors audeze’s tradition in music creation by delivering music in its purest form, the way it
was meant to be heard.
Grammy award-winning mix engineer carlos de la Garza has weighed in on audeze’s accessible headphone, saying, “Using these LcD-1s has taken me to headphone heaven!
they are extremely comfortable, lightweight, and get frighteningly close to the sound of
some of the flagship headphone models in [audeze’s] lineup. Best bang-for-the-buck
headphones available anywhere, full stop!”
NAMM Booth 14631
www.audeze.com

Córdoba Unveils Luthier Select Series

NAMM Booth 205AB
www.cordobaguitars.com

an aLLiance of craft and tradition decades in the
making, the córdoba Luthier Select Series of exquisite nylon string guitars are handcrafted by master
luthiers in extremely limited batches. the series
debuts two models, the esteso and the
Friederich, both crafted in the original technique of
their namesake luthiers, Domingo esteso of
Spain and Daniel Friederich of France, two of
the greatest guitar makers of the 20th century.
the esteso is available with a solid european
spruce or red cedar top, both with a solid pau
ferro back and maple sides lined by striking
flamed maple binding. esteso five-fan bracing provides support and is true to the
original design.
the Friederich features an elegant and graceful body shape crafted with a solid red cedar
top and solid rosewood back, sides, and binding. Friederich 7 fan bracing balances the
body for powerful and rich tone.
esteso cD $2,499 street, $3,475 mSrp. esteso
Sp $2,499 street, $3,475 mSrp. Friederich cD
$2,899, $4,025 mSrp.

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Vintage Debuts Raven
Electro-Acoustic Guitar

the raVen iS the LateSt entry in the paul Brett Series of popular and highly innovative acoustic/electro-acoustic guitars from Vintage. Skilfully designed by Brett himself and inspired by an original
monarch acoustic, the raven clearly expresses and highlights this
english classic rocker’s love and immense knowledge for early
acoustic guitars.
With a double-bound acacia body, contrasting satin black finished
Sitka spruce top, and distinct headstock and soundhole design, the
steel-strung raven evokes a Gothic vibe from all angles, themed and
inspired by edgar allen poe’s poem of the same name. With a soft Vprofile mahogany neck, super-smooth dressed frets, and pau
ferro fingerboard, the Vintage raven electro-acoustic almost
plays itself and would look the part on any stage.
With this tonewood combination, delivering a warm, crisp,
and resonant tone, the raven (Vra900ea) will appeal to folk
players, fingerpickers, singer songwriters, hardened blues guitarists, or musicians who simply adore beautifully constructed, eye-catching acoustic guitars that play and sound
well above their enticing price tag.
highlights also include smooth open-geared machine
heads, Graph tech nubone nut and saddle, and sonokeling bridge. other features include a Vintage preamp with
built-in tuner; volume, three-band eQ, and phase control;
and an under-saddle piezo pickup to ensure the guitar’s
natural tone is delivered uncolored to external sources.
NAMM Booth 7212
www.VintageGuitarsRus.com

Classic Coil
Delivers Vintage Tone

SoLcor’S “cLaSSic coiL” cable revives a retro look
and offers the kind of sound quality associated with old
school care and attention to detail. each cable is individually hand-soldered, double shrink-wrapped for
strain release, and silicone-filled for extra protection.
the classic coil is not an offshore clone but rather a
U.S.-made original. Designed to deliver the tone that
only a real amp at real rock ’n’ roll levels can achieve,
it’s an embodiment of the big festival sound. Solcor’s
“high density weave” braided shield offers 99% effectiveness coverage to avoid any kind of interference. it
also stretches and returns to its original shape
smoothly and gently. available with a selection of abbatron (copper tip) plugs.
Solcor is a family-owned business spanning two generations of cable manufacturing.

NAMM Booth 18813
www.solcoraudio.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Alvarez Eight-String Baritone Guitars

aLVareZ GUitarS has introduced two new eight-string baritone guitars, a great tool for
jump-starting a guitarist’s creativity. the alvarez aBt60ce-8BK and aBt60ce-8ShB will be
delivered in two finishes, Black and Shadowburst, respectively. Both models feature octave strings on the third and fourth strings to deliver extra sparkle in the sonic midrange
and unlock new sonic palettes. Both models feature a solid a+ grade Sitka spruce top,
mahogany back and sides, a cutaway, and Lr Baggs Stage pro electronics.
“We’ve had a great success with our baritones, and an eight-string version is something
our customers have been requesting for some time,” commented chris meikle, head of
development at alvarez and senior vice president of St. Louis music. “Just like with our
aBt60, our eight-string baritone will be delivered at an unbeatable
value and offer a new dimension of inspiration to players
looking to explore the
lower registers of sound.”
NAMM Booth 7414
www.alvarezguitars.com

Reflector Audio Open-Baffle System

neW From open-baffle loudspeaker specialist
reflector audio U.S.a., the Q1818 reference
main monitor system offers a uniquely coherent
and insightful listening experience tailored to
eliminate guesswork from critical mixing, mastering, and production work. Drawing from the
roots of studio monitoring, the heart of the
Q1818 is a baffle-less coaxial driver array comprising four 18" drivers with a compression
driver handling the critical midrange and treble
frequencies. the patented coaxial driver array
benefits from a sophisticated onboard DSp that
ensures the speaker is impulse-correct to maintain the acoustic waveform authentic to the
electric input. combined with the figure-8 polar
pattern inherent to the open-baffle speaker, the
Q1818 offers unparalleled insight into the material, ensuring that all engineering decisions can be made with confidence that the resulting material will make the right impact on the listener.
every Q1818 system is tuned to the listening environment by the reflector audio U.S.a.
team of engineers, which ensures peak performance everywhere. the onboard DSp is accessible via an application that makes switching configuration profiles quick and effortless.
NAMM Booth 17313
rudolfs@reflector.audio

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
RTX Debuts Sheerlink
Wireless Audio Solution

rtX a/S WiLL introDUce the
Sheerlink family of wireless audio solutions at namm. Sheerlink targets
the global market of semi-professional and professional audio device
manufacturers that demand high
audio quality and radio resilience in
their product offerings. Built around
the Sheersound audio codec from
rtX, Sheerlink product solutions push
the limits of technology and provide
superior audio quality for wireless
systems, including support for either
mono or stereo in high-definition
audio. rtX has further extended the
Sheerlink platform with support for
dual microphones and multicast functionality—one transmitter with multiple receivers. in addition, radio resilience has been improved even further to provide
unprecedented adaptability in environments with dense radio interference, ensuring a
“no drop out” audio experience.
“the products based on Sheerlink platform components that are in the market have received positive feedback all around,” said Jens christian Lindof, president of design services at rtX. “We invite everyone with a great wireless pro audio product idea to take
advantage of our latest functionality, as we offer one of the best wireless cable replacements on the market today.”
Designed for perfect interoperability within the music performance environment, Sheerlink is highly configurable to meet all product requirements whether the focus is on robust connections, low latency, high audio quality, or intuitive usability. this means the
solution is deployable everywhere an audio cable is used today for products including instruments, microphones, or headphones.
Sheerlink product solutions are offered in the 1.9 Ghz and 2.4Ghz frequency bands
using the rtX1090 or rtX1290 modules. Both modules provide superior radio resilience.
additionally, the two modules are footprint-compatible, allowing reuse of hardware designs and even applications on multiple radio architectures.
Sheerlink product solutions also include recommended designs for analog and digital circuitry as well as antenna placement.
along with standard Sheerlink solutions, rtX also offers the capability and resources to
deliver a complete oDm solution, including mechanical support, antenna matching and
customization, product type approval, production test, and software customization—perfect for getting to market fast.
rtX a/S is a leading provider of wireless solutions, a growing business driven by digitalization and the demand for mobility and secure transmission. rtX has successfully finalized more than 1,000 wireless projects, oDm, or oem solutions in collaboration with
global technology brands—from initial design to development, testing, and production.
rtX operates through four business areas—pro audio, enterprise, headsets, and healthcare—with a broad exposure to global brands in many different industries.
NAMM Booth 3802
www.rtx.dk

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Lark In The Morning Makai Ukuleles

LarK in the morninG Wholesale has introduced several new models within its Limited
Series makai Ukuleles. the Lc-95aW (concert body) and Lt-95aW (tenor
body) are crafted from solid aurous rosewood with a new,
unique D-shaped soundhole in the
upper bout. the aesthetically pleasing fingerboards
are half maple and rosewood, with gold Grover
tuners with white tuner
buttons. these models each come
equipped with a Belcat UK-300t
pickup with a built-in tuner.
makai ukuleles are “designed in San Francisco,
made with love.”
NAMM Booth 1906
www.dealers.larkinthemorning.com

High Value Blessing
French Horn

BLeSSinG WiLL oFFiciaLLy introduce its performance Series
Double French horn at the 2020 Winter namm Show. equipped
with string linkage, this instrument, model BFh1461nD, offers accessibility and value for the aspiring student.
“the BFh1461nD offers professional features for an affordable price,” said
phil Baughman, brand manager at e.K. Blessing. “the screw bell option allows for
greater mobility and fits in a smaller case for easier transport.” the instrument features a
.472" bore, 12.25" nickel silver detachable bell, and nickel plated rose brass leadpipe.
NAMM Booth 7414
info@stlouismusic.com

New Alacran Accordion From Gulf Music Sales

GULF mUSic SaLeS is now offering the alacran deluxe diatonic accordion featuring 34 buttons plus 12 bass buttons. this instrument
features alacran’s extremely quiet, soft-playing fingerboard like
those found on many high-end italian accordions.
other appointments include italian-style bellows
straps, a heavy duty deluxe bellow protector pad,
fully adjustable bass side straps, and a pair of 4"
wide padded leather straps with harness. a deluxe
fitted italian-style plywood case is included. Suggested retail price $1,595, map $879.
NAMM Booth 9940
www.gulfmusicsales.com
(714) 974-3390

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Toca Custom Deluxe
Congas And Bongos

the creatiVe team at toca percussion has expanded the
color range of their popular custom Deluxe Wood conga series to include a stunning Sahara Gold finish. Bathed in a clear
coat and hand polished to glisten, the interplay of the various
shades of gold and the sophisticated black nickel hardware
erupts under the stage lights and grabs the audience’s attention like a beacon.
percussionists have long appreciated the added volume and
resonance born from the contemporary afro-cuban profile of
custom Deluxe Wood drums. available in a 12.5" tumba, 11.75"
conga, 11" quinto, and matching 7" and 8.5" bongos, these asian
oak shells are outfitted with such pro features as high-luster
chrome hardware, matched top-grade natural bison heads, and
easyplay hoops, an ergonomic solution that never compromises traditional tone or resonance.
the new Sahara Gold color option joins the existing natural Gloss, transparent Blue, and
Black Sparkle finishes for custom Deluxe Wood congas and bongos.
NAMM Booth 7212
www.rbimusic.com

JP Pro Level Wooden Clarinets

the Jp321 BB WooDen cLarinet from Jp musical instruments features silver plated keywork, a
modern ringless bell, and widened silver tenon
rings for a sleek, contemporary look. the use of
new cupped pad technology creates an improved
seal, ensuring the Jp321 remains free-blowing and
pure in sound, especially around the usually troublesome throat notes.
at a high-value price point, the Jp321 is made to
rival established wooden-body clarinets, making it an ideal option for advancing players.
www.jpmusicalinstruments.com

Musical Gifts And Treasures

NAMM Booth 1308

mUSicaL GiFtS and treasures offers a
selection of unique and proven hot-selling music merchandise. the company
searched far and wide for unique and
high-quality music gifts including jewelry, key chains and lanyards, ties and
bow ties, scarves, suspenders, umbrellas, mugs, socks, totes, purses and wallets, ornaments, stationery, cuff links,
and much more.

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Electro-Harmonix
EHX-2020 Tuner Pedal

the neW SUper-compact ehX-2020 tuner pedal is designed to
occupy minimal space on a crowded pedalboard. With a +/1cent tuning range and high visibility display, it provides an accurate, convenient solution to any player’s tuning needs.
the ehX-2020 is true bypass to ensure signal path integrity,
and when the tuner is engaged the instrument’s output is
muted. it can be calibrated to a reference standard of 436 to
445hz in 1 hz steps, so playing with instruments not tuned to
440hz is not a problem. it has a wide tuning range of B0-B7,
plus three flat tuning modes to facilitate tuning down a half
step, a whole step, or a minor third.
NAMM Booth 5249
www.ehx.com

Vocal Eze Voice Saver Kit

VocaL eZe, the nation’s leading brand of all-natural,
herbal remedies for vocal wellness, has added three
varieties of its popular Voice Saver Kit to its growing
range of convenient and effective voice soothing
remedies.
the Vocal eze Voice Saver Kit includes a bottle of the
company’s signature Vocal eze throat spray, along
with 12 manuka honey throat drops in three flavors,
including strawberry, lemon, and aniseed. all three
kits are formulated to deliver a powerfully soothing
and hydrating effect due to a blend of natural ingredients and a pioneering anti-inflammatory formula.
namm attendees will be among the first to experience the new products and are invited
to learn more at the St. Louis music booth.
NAMM Booth 7414
www.VocalEze.com

Innovative Rolling Capo Design

the roLLinG capo rolls and slides along the guitar’s neck
with the minimum friction, allowing guitarists access to a
wide range of new and complex barre chords. the elastic
cord is surrounded by low-friction teflon rollers where the
capo contacts the neck, to prevent wear. the flexibility also
accommodates the radius of any guitar neck. an attached
optional nylon cord can be used to pull the capo toward
the bridge with just the thumb, leaving the rest of the
player’s fretting hand free.
the stainless steel frame comes in two colors to match the color of the guitar’s fretboard.
the brown capo has real nigerian sapele veneer, and the blond capo is painted glittering gold.

www.rollingcapo.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Newen Guitars
Debut At NAMM

teVeLam, a LeaDinG arGentine DiStriBUtor and manufacturer, will introduce the
newen line of electric guitars at namm. three models, the Stratto, Ghost, and Frizz, are
characterized by clean, elegant body shapes married to advanced pickup designs and
electronics. the bodies are made from patagonian white oak, environmentally harvested
from forests in tierra del Fuego at the tip of South america. the wood has unique harmonic properties and a beautiful grain structure. necks are made from maple, with a
rosewood fingerboard.
tevelam ceo hugo martellota said, “Unique woods and handcraftsmanship give newen guitars playability, great tone, and a
beautiful appearance. they’re perfect for the discerning player who wants something different
and distinctive.”

NAMM Booth 6630
www.newenguitars.com

Portastand Troubadour
2.0 Stand

portaStanD’S FLaGShip troubadour 2.0 has a black, powder-coated
aluminum desk that easily supports orchestral
scores, laptops, tablets, and auxiliary equipment. its exclusive custom tripod, now featuring the company’s Superior pro clutch design,
goes low enough for the seated classical guitarist
and high enough for the standing string player. its
patented, tailor-fit 1000D cordura nylon desk cover is
weatherproof, tour-proof, and student-proof,
featuring wind resistors, a removable shoulder strap, three oversized rear pockets, and
pencil and tripod storage—and can handle “everything from your expensive
tablet to the kind of orchestra-sized
scores that strike fear into the hearts of even the
burliest percussionists.” take away the all-metal
tripod and it doubles as a tabletop stand.
Like all portastand products, the troubadour
2.0 folds up into a compact, lightweight (5.5
lbs.) package for maximum comfort and
portability.
NAMM Booth 7907
www.portastand.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
New Lines From Violin
Master Edgar Russ

eDGar rUSS, a GLoBaL
maSter of the violin-making trade, is now offering
three lines of handcrafted
violins, violas, and cellos:
the master instruments
are made exclusively by
himself; Linea macchi models are built to superb standards in his cremona, italy
workshop; and the Scala
perfetta line of more affordable instruments are
finished in his workshop.
prices range from $3,800
to $60,000 (USD).
recognized worldwide for his timeless masterpieces, russ has 35 years’ experience
building stringed instruments in Stradivari’s hometown, still the heart of the violin trade.
NAMM Booth 9745
www.violincellomaker.com

Bullet Thunder Series,
Classic Coil Cables

BULLet caBLe’S all-new thunder cable
series was designed with the musician
in mind to provide the best unmasked
sound between the guitar or bass to
the amp. thunder cables are made to
outperform other cables on the market simply by Bullet’s design techniques
and frequency tuning. they are also designed to take the heaviest of beatings on
the road, built with audiophile-grade materials, and have been extensively tested.
“Following the huge success of our classic
Bullet coil cables that we reintroduced
back in 2003, we wanted to design a better
sounding straight cable,” said new Bullet cable
ceo Joseph Lema. “With our thunder cable series, we have created an amazingly clean and ultra-quiet instrument cable
with options and colors that all musicians will love.”
Bullet cable has also added several new colors and models to its popular classic coil
cable series. new for 2020 are the classic purple and orange coil cables, plus the company’s first artist Series coil cable, the Gearmanndude White coily cable of Love.
NAMM Booth 3850
www.bulletcable.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
TonewoodAmp Delivers
Unplugged Effects

the toneWooDamp magnetically attaches to the back of virtually any
acoustic guitar, allowing guitarists to
play with different effects—unplugged, with no amp required—with
the sounds emanating naturally and
organically from the body of the guitar itself. representing an exciting
new device category, the
toneWoodamp offers a new stream
of revenue for music stores.
“toneWoodamp has been the greatest asset to my business growing,”
said U.S. retailer Kyle mathis of musician madness. “By selling this device, we increased gross sales by
nearly $130k this year.” chris nylen
of Faders music inc. in canada
added, “toneWoodamp eclipses many
of our top-selling SKUs.”
NAMM Booth 1202
www.tonewoodamp.com

Redco Surface-Mount
Back Boxes

reDco aUDio’S surface mount gang plate wall box series is designed for surface
mounting of standard 1, 2, 3, or 4 gang-type wall plates. these boxes have a removable
rear plate that can be modified for either cable access or mounting options if needed.
Sturdy construction makes the boxes ideal for indoor commercial and industrial applications. mounting holes allow for fixed mounting on virtually any wall surface.
compatible with most standard gang components, plates, and covers, the four models
satisfy most applications—including recording studios, theaters, arenas,
house of worship, schools, hotels, conference centers, and airports. they come with a
flat black powder coat finish.
Sizes: 1 Gang
2-1/2" x 3" x 43/4"; 2 Gang 21/2" x 4-3/4" x
4-7/8"; 3 Gang
2-1/2" x 4-7/8"
x 6-3/4"; and 4
Gang 2-1/2" x 43/4 x 8-1/2".
(203) 502-7600 x 104
www.redco.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Ortega 3 Head
String Winder & Cutter

the orteGa GUitarS String Winder &
cutter is a three-in-one tool for
ukulele, guitar, and bass maintenance:
peg winder, bridge pin puller, and
string cutter. the oSWc-3h comes
with three interchangeable heads
for ukulele, guitar, and bass. this enables the user to restring almost all
stringed instruments with only one
tool.
made of hardened Japanese steel
for highest durability, the oSWc-3h
provides superior strength and cuts
the wire with precision. Quick and
easy string changes are facilitated
with the built-in bridge pin puller.
the wide contact surface of the
bridge-pin puller helps to better protect acoustic guitar bridges from
marks.
NAMM Booths 1810, 1910
www.ortegaguitars.com

Unique Intercooler
Drop Top Series

With itS oriGinaL DeSiGn, vintage construction, and roadworthy features, the handcrafted asken intercooler Drop top Series guitars combine premium tonewoods and
hardware with surprising versatility using minimal controls.
intercooler h2t Dt instruments offer a one-piece chambered mahogany body and quartersawn mahogany neck with rosewood fingerboard and a 25-1/2" scale. the chambered
body provides dynamics and responsiveness while the maple top delivers brightness and
sustain. these instruments are finished in nitrocellulose lacquer. the ian anderson humbucking pickups are wired to offer “S”, “t”, and “G” style tones with only a five-way
switch, plus volume and tone. other features include: an asymmetrical
soft V neck profile for comfort, 22 medium jumbo
frets, and Gotoh Vintage Staggered tuners. intercooler Dt series guitars carry a street price of
$2,899.

NAMM Booth 1253
www.askenguitars.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
KNA SP-1 And HP- 1
Acoustic Guitar pickups

Kna haS aDDeD its first soundholemounted models to its popular and
affordable pickup series. the current
portable transducers from Kna include wood-covered piezo options
for violin, viola, cello, bass, ukulele,
and more, including folk and exotic
instruments. the new Sp-1 singlecoil and hp-1 humbucking pickups
are designed for steel-string acoustic
guitars.
“We always look to offer a greatsounding pickup that players can install themselves and be plugged in
and performing within a few minutes,” said Kna international Sales
manager nikolay iliev. “We love instruments too much to see them carved up, so we
strive to design systems that drop in with no permanent modification.”
the single-coil Sp-1 ($99 map) and humbucking hp-1 ($119 map) are both encased in
beautiful mahogany and install easily into the soundhole of most steel-string guitars.
Both models are designed to work flawlessly with the player’s favorite acoustic amplifier,
preamp or direct into a mixer. each pickup is handcrafted in europe.
NAMM Booth 1718
www.knapickups.com

Cympad Undertones
Enhance Drum Sound

cympaD haS introDUceD “UnDertoneS,” a trio of cellular foam devices designed to improve the sound of bass
drums and floor toms while offering an
extra layer of protection from unwanted
drum and pedal movement. the innovative system features specially-designed
discs for floor tom legs and bass drum spurs
as well as a pad for acoustic and electronic
bass drum and hi-hat pedals.
the pads de-couple and isolate the drums
from the floor—adding significant sustain and
low end to their sound. the combination of spur and pedal pads is
especially effective in enhancing the sound of bass drums and rack toms on bass drums
equipped with mounted tom holders. in addition, the underside of Undertones features
a proprietary non-skid material that helps anchor the drums and hardware on a variety of
surfaces and reduces the need for drum rugs.

NAMM Booth 7329
www.cympad.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
C.R. Alsip Doublecut
Hand-carved Guitar

neW Dc DoUBLecUt GUitarS with
hand-carved tops are c.r. alsip’s take
on a modern neck-through guitar. enhanced appointments include the guitar maker’s patent-pending Sustain
enhancement System and a recessed
bridge for less tension and easier
playability. Special attention is given
to the hand-shaping of the neck and
the execution of the fretwork, so
every guitar meets the highest standards of playability.
Features include carved top; fivepiece maple laminated neck-thru design with dual-action truss rod; 25"
scale, 14" radius; hardware options including locking tuners, bridges, and
tremolos; pickup options including
Seymour Duncan, Dimarzio, and more;
low-friction 500K volume pot; 500K
tone pot; three-way switch or five-way
switch (blade style); one volume and one tone knob; and a deluxe case. priced from
$2,995.
NAMM Booth 3238
www.alsipguitars.com

Sidewinder Puts An End
To Twisted Straps

tWiSteD GUitar StrapS are not just a nuisance; at performances they can result in awkward moments, lost timing, and miscues. Sidewinder Guitar Straps has solved this problem with a
patented tailpiece that aligns the guitar and counteracts strap
twisting. Straps can curl or flip as the instrument is shouldered,
but a Sidewinder strap will automatically self-correct, even if an
amp cord is passed through it. it even allows the strap to be adjusted without removing the instrument.
Sidewinder Straps are constructed from the finest materials including quality leather and durable textiles, and the hardware is
formed from high-strength polymers to be durable yet kind to
fine finishes (100% metal-free).
in addition, Sidewinder also offers the Sidewinder Strap adaptor. the adaptor tailpiece attaches easily to almost any guitar
strap to give it the same Sidewinder performance.
www.sidewinderstraps.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Wilmington Sax
From MusicMedic

mUSicmeDic, a LeaDinG SoUrce for repair tools and supplies, is
introducing the Wilmington alto sax, an affordable instrument
priced for students, but with numerous professional features. this saxophone features a nickel silver body for
enhanced tone and durability. the body is sandblasted inside and out for a satin finish and protected with a clear lacquer. most of the keys
are mounted on pivot screws instead of rods
for a longer-lasting setup, and all screws and
rods are stainless steel to avoid rusting. the
octave stem is designed to sit below the tenon to
reduce the possibility of getting bent in the case. the
springs are musicmedic blue steel, and replacement
parts are available.
Wilmington saxophones are inspected, play-tested, and
adjusted at the Sax proShop and come with a six-month
warranty. the saxes are shipped with a stock mouthpiece
and ligature, plus a swab, microfiber polishing cloth, cork
grease, Ultimax key oil, and a backpack-style reinforced
case.
NAMM Booth 9536
www.musicmedic.com

Rigfish App For Guitarists

riGFiSh iS the GUitar pLayer’S
personal gear management and social networking app available for
download January 16, 2020 on the
app Store and Google play. rigfish is
an all-inclusive solution with a personal workspace for guitarists to
catalogue and customize their gear,
including their guitars, basses, pedals and effects, amps, and related
accessories as well as their favorite
signal chains and rigs.
rigfish delivers dynamic recommendations to each user through
machine learning of gear and rigs
they may want to consider to complement their collections. rigfish also represents a
community, aligning guitarists with owners of the same gear to share how they are
using it, and facilitating the trading of best practices. rigfish provides access to other
players and their gear collections so users can collaborate and share the gear they have
and how they use it.
NAMM Booth 1545
tim@rigfish.com
www.rigfish.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Lord of the Chords Music Theory Game

LorD oF the chorDS is a music theory card game for two to four musicians
that’s made to teach hours of music
theory in minutes of play, using puns.
players take turns drawing “note” cards
to form chords in an active key
signature. the first to complete
three chords is the “Lord of the
chords.”
to add to the fun, “punny” action cards change up the
tempo: “i’ll Be Bach” allows
players to draw a card from
the discard pile, “chord
Block” steals note cards and
accidental tokens from other players as they’re about to complete their
chords, and “more-zart” allows players to draw more cards.
Funded by $232,323 raised on Kickstarter over just 35 days, Lord of the
chords stands to become the musician’s choice for board game night.
NAMM Booth 1248
www.lordofthechords.com

ODE Banjos Back In Production

aFter a mULti-year aBSence, iconic oDe banjos are back in
limited production, made entirely at the ome Banjo factory in
Boulder, colorado.
the new oDes are designed by chuck ogsbury, the original
founder, builder, and designer of the 1960s oDe instruments.
they are currently offered in 11", 12", and 13" open-back, fivestring, and tenor styles, and in two models: the Sundance and
the magician. Both models offer exceptional quality at an affordable price.

www.odebanjos.com

New Cooperstand Cello Stand

neW For 2020, cooperStanD is offering a high-strength, multilamination birch stand for cello and bass. the stand provides a
secure, uniquely contoured, finely handcrafted enhancement
to the instrument that sits on it. it also brings a professional
appearance to the performance. Suggested price $125.
the cooperstand line offers professional stands that travel
well and securely support a variety of stringed instruments,
combining full size, function, strength, flexibility, portability,
versatility, and great looks.

NAMM Booth 2204
www.cooperstand.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Kustom MOD-L 20 Modeling Amplifier

KUSTOM AMplificATiOn’S MOD-l 20 is the first
product in a new line of modeling amplifiers. it
features 20 watts of power through an 8"
speaker in a wooden cabinet. With 24 presets
featuring six unique amp models, six effects
types, three cabinet simulations, and Kustom’s innovative power amp overdrive simulation circuit,
the MOD-l 20 is an ideal plug-and-play modeling
amp with perfectly crafted sounds of the most iconic
amps. The MOD-l 20 also features an lcD display,
onboard tuner, headphone/line out jack with cabinet
simulation, and an aux input jack. U.S. street price $99.

www.hansermusicgroup.com

Oktava Vocal Mics Debut In USA

OKTAvA, which has been manufacturing quality microphones in Russia since 1927, will introduced the
MK-305 dynamic vocal microphone to the U.S. The
unit boasts a 50hz-16,000hz frequency range and cardioid directivity. it will be on display at the nAMM
Show, where Oktava will also be showing its MK-012
universal condenser microphone and МК-5000 valve
tube microphone. Oktava microphones have found
acceptance in markets around the world and account
for over 40% of all Russian music and audio exports.
NAMM Booth 14323

www.oktavatula.ru

Reflector Audio Open-Baffle System

nEW fROM open-baffle loudspeaker specialist Reflector
Audio U.S.A., the Q1818 reference main monitor system
offers a uniquely coherent and insightful listening experience tailored to eliminate guesswork from critical mixing,
mastering, and production work. Drawing from the roots
of studio monitoring, the heart of the Q1818 is a baffleless coaxial driver array comprising four 18" drivers with a
compression driver handling the critical midrange and treble frequencies. The patented coaxial driver array benefits
from a sophisticated onboard DSp that ensures the
speaker is impulse-correct to maintain the acoustic waveform authentic to the electric input. combined with the
figure-8 polar pattern inherent to the open-baffle speaker, the Q1818 offers unparalleled
insight into the material, ensuring that all engineering decisions can be made with confidence that the resulting material will make the right impact on the listener.
Every Q1818 system is tuned to the listening environment by the Reflector Audio U.S.A.
team of engineers, which ensures peak performance everywhere. The onboard DSp is accessible via an application that makes switching configuration profiles quick and effortless.

NAMM Booth 17313

rudolfs@reflector.audio

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
Liquid-Filled DC Line
Guitars From Bryan

Bryan GUitarS haS BroUGht its patented liquid-filled design to the new Dc Line of
electric guitars, a concept 32 years in the making. as a modern reimagining of this
boundary-pushing concept, the line is both visually beautiful and intriguingly bold. the
Bryan Guitars Dc Line is available in three models: the Dc Standard Series, the Dc elite
Series, and the Dc platinum Series. each guitar is hand-assembled in the USa and given a
meticulous setup, frets dressed and polished with neck edges rolled for a playing experience only rivaled by its stunning palette of color options. the Dc Line launches at the
namm Show.
NAMM Booth 1947
www.bryanguitars.com

Retail Displays
For Musical Instruments

a FeW yearS ago Victory
Display launched its musical
instrument Displays line of
music instrument displays
for retail. these can now be
found all around the U.S.
and the world, from northern europe to South africa.
Low pricing and high quality
have won over large and
small dealers of musical gear
everywhere.
musical instrument Displays
guitar hooks offer swiveling
front yokes for left, right,
and center facings that lock
in place for a uniform presentation. the yokes come in sizes for electrics, acoustics,
ukuleles, violins, and more. Victory’s popular keyboard brackets with angle adjustment
and telescoping arms are not just for keyboards; they also work for mixers, accordions,
and many other items.
NAMM Booth 9742
www.midisplays.com

NEW PRODUCTS: FEBRUARY 2020
TYXIT Wireless Audio Monitoring Technology

tyXit LtD., a LeaDinG-eDGe StartUp from Switzerland, is leveraging breakthroughs in
both audio codec and radio technology to create wireless audio
monitoring devices that are reliable and easy to use. thanks to
this proprietary tech, tyXit is making wireless audio monitoring and recording an affordable option for live musicians.
these devices, which also have popular features such as a
click track, a mixer, and a recorder, can be plugged into
instruments and audio equipment, creating an automatic connection between them. as a result, nusicians
can play anywhere with confidence and peace of mind
without complicated wired setups.
inspired by this breakthrough, musicians from around
the world have reached out to participate in an upcoming beta-testing program and join
the product waiting list on the official tyXit website.
NAMM Booth 17321
www.tyxit.com

K&M Upgrades Omega Keyboard Stand

KöniG & meyer’S 18820 omeGa pro keyboard stand is
designed for the rigors of the road with foldable legs, a flat
and compact travel size, and a practical carrying strap. as
with all omega models, the two support arms adjust individually to accommodate varying sizes of keyboards, and
height adjustment is easy with two spring-loaded locking
screws on the base tubes. the compact steel tubing construction and the large, round floor protectors give this exceptional stability.
additional stackers can also be added for a second and third
keyboard, and a range of tablet and laptop holders, sheet
music holders, and microphone arms can also be mounted.
available in black, white and, red. mSrp: $329.99 mSrp.
NAMM Booth 14516
www.k-m.de

LCD & Electronics Options From Jictech

LcD SpeciaLiSt Jictech offers numerous options in displays and other electronics
work, featuring both large and small thin-film-transistor (tFt) displays, with or without a
touch panel. the company can do full system integration as well, with expertise in supplying electronic assemblies, cables, and full product builds.
Jictech has been assisting U.S. customers with their electronics and LcD display challenges for more than 20 years. its first-rate service, flexible business engagement model,
low prices, and world-class quality combine for a package of exceptional value. Jictech
customers include leading oems worldwide in audio, musical instruments, medical devices, consumer products, banking, entertainment, trucking, and transportation. the
company welcomes even the most challenging display and electronics projects.

NAMM Booth 1636
www.jictechlcd.com

